
A possible repair strategy for early S-A "A" & "N/FN hubs. 

A potential problem, when repairing "A" & "FN"  hubs is dealing with excessive 

wear or broken teeth on the 22T planet pinions.  

The simplest answer is to cannibalise parts from other old hubs if these can be 

found, but this is not always possible. 

If the gear teeth are in good condition but the bores are badly worn it is 

possibly to bore them out and bush them back down to the correct size.  

This is a strategy employed recently by a fellow V-C.C member. 

However this is not going to work if gear teeth are missing. 

22T pinions disappeared from the S-A range with the demise of the "A" hub, so 

unused  original items are going to be difficult to find. 

But all is not lost, because the BSA 3-speed used 22T planet pinions, and since 

it was in production until 1956, quite a lot of unused spares are still lurking 

around. 

But, is the tooth profile the same?  Well, since the BSA was originally an S-A 

gear, there was no reason to suspect that it would not be. 

As a test, I took an unused AW axle, (20T sun pinion same as the "A" hub), and 

inserted it into a BSA planet cage/gear ring assembly, and found that it all 

rotated quite freely and smoothly.  

However, the face width of the BSA pinion is around .080" wider than the S-A 

and the bore is larger by approx. .010", so some further work is necessary. 

The bores of the pinions could be opened up and then bushed down to the 

correct S-A size. (Jim Gill estimated that the mating N24 pinion pins, and the 

majority of other S-A types had a nominal dia. of .240").  The faces of the 

pinions could then be surface ground down to the S-A width. Done in this order 

there is a better chance of getting a smooth face on the pinion flanks.    

Since a pinion is quite a chunk of metal, without any thin sections, I suspect 

that it would respond to case-hardening to recover the wear faces of the flanks 

and bores, without undue distortion. 

Please note, I have not tried any of this myself, so it is just conjecture on my 

part, but it could work. 
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